Efficient and safe esophageal endoscopic submucosal dissection using inverted overtube after changing patient position

During esophageal endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD), a left-sided lesion may be affected by the direction of gravity, which causes pooling of water, blood, and tiny resection fragments that obscure the lesion [1]. We used a new inverted endoscopic overtube (Endo Rescue, TOP Co. Tokyo, Japan) to perform esophageal ESD more effectively and safely in left-sided lesions (Fig. 1). A 67-year-old man with early esophageal cancer underwent ESD. The lesion was 40 mm in diameter and located mainly in the left side of half of the circumference of the esophagus. The patient was laid in the conventional left lateral position and the esophageal ESD procedure was started. Water and blood pooled over the lesion (Fig. 2). Written informed consent had been obtained from the patient and his family to use the Endo Rescue during ESD [2]. The patient was therefore rotated to the right lateral position, and esophageal ESD was restarted using the Endo Rescue (Fig. 3). Water and blood moved to the right side of the esophagus and the lesion was revealed under clear view without water and blood (Fig. 4; Video 1). ESD was easily and safely performed under this clear view and required only 15 minutes (Fig. 5).

To date, esophagastroduodenoscopy has been performed with the patient in the conventional left lateral position and the endoscopist standing at the left side of the patient. In contrast, during colonoscopy, the patient’s position is usually rotated according to the best insertion position for the colonoscope based on the direction of gravity [3]. These position changes can...
also be used when performing ESD. Endo Rescue enabled the patient’s position to be changed so that pooling blood and water would be dislodged by gravity and would not affect the view of the lesion, while allowing the endoscopist to perform the esophageal ESD from the conventional standing position at the left of the patient. Thus, esophageal ESD was performed easily, safely and quickly.
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Video 1

By rotating the patient to the right lateral position, water and blood moved to the right side of the esophagus and endoscopic submucosal dissection was performed under clear view.
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Video 1

By rotating the patient to the right lateral position, water and blood moved to the right side of the esophagus and endoscopic submucosal dissection was performed under clear view.